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GREATER YUMA EDC

Mission Statement: 
To expand economic activity within Yuma County by attracting commerce and
industry to the region, and by assisting in developing the region's existing
industry to its fullest potential. 

Vision Statement: 
Greater Yuma will be recognized as a globally competitive region - one that
embraces advancing technology, attracts and retains human capital and
continues to develop & foster the amenities that make the Yuma Region a great
place to live and work.
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A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

August 17, 2017, I was privileged to be in the inaugural “White
Coat Shadow Day” group of community leaders.  Yuma
Regional Medical Center assembled an all-star team of
doctors, nurses and clinical team lead to show us what true
compassion and dedication really looks like.  There are people
in this community who have severe chronic health conditions
with needs that are not even fathomable for us who are
blessed with good health.  The level of care and benevolence
that I witnessed firsthand, made me emotional and grateful to
the extent I cannot articulate. 

I have been very fortunate personally and have had limited exposure to the hospital services.  I now
recognize that because my health issues were minor to moderate in nature I received very appropriate



care.  Today I know if I have to go to this hospital or cancer center for issues that are beyond severe or
possibly life threatening, I’m going to again receive the appropriate care needed and it will be delivered
with precision and compassion at a level of care I was not aware existed anywhere, let alone in my
backyard.  
I’m going to steal a quote from Dr. Cannell, whom I had the privilege to shadow, “If I wake up in the
emergency room as a result of a massive heart attack, I want Dr. Phil Ridgemont’s big blue eyes looking
into mine.  I will know then I’m in the best possible place I can be”.   After my experience today, I can
honestly agree with him but I will go further and say that I trust all of those who would be responsible for
my care at this facility.

I have been a board member of the Yuma Regional Medical Center since 2011.  I have been
involved in many changes since that time and thought I had a good understanding of the level of
care provided within the walls of YRMC.  I learned through this opportunity, I wasn’t even close to
scratching the surface.  YRMC is the largest private employer in Yuma County.  They have to
recruit every level of talent you can imagine, from food service and maintenance to surgeons and
radiologists.  Not too many businesses have this range of diversity under one roof.  Converting a
culture of this size and mix is a daunting task.  Our current leadership is doing just that and the
community is benefiting the most.  I think all of us have heard or experienced a less than pleasant
outcome while needing the services of YRMC.  The board of directors and clinical leads can only
continue on the current path of great health for the community when you share directly about your
experience.  As a community, we can all contribute to the mission and improved health care by
taking an active role in our own health.  
I want to thank YRMC and all those who allowed us to shadow them for an entire day.  What an
experience! 
Julie Engel 
President/CEO

2017 League of Arizona Cities and Towns
Conference

Our CEO, Julie Engel, was one of the speakers at the League of Arizona Cities and
Towns Conference. Representing Yuma at this event, our GYEDC CEO brings



attention to the importance of the contributions that small communities bring to our
State of Arizona.

Those pictured from Left to Right; Patrick Banker - Town Manager Gilbert AZ; Scott Smith -

CEO Valley Metro, Former Mayor of Mesa AZ; Julie Engel - President/CEO Greater Yuma

EDC; Dr. Maria Harper Marinick - Chancellor Maricopa Community College District; Chris

Camacho - President/CEO Greater Phoenix Economic Council (GPEC) 

*Correction: Patrick Banker was misspelled, his name is Patrick Banger. Our apology for this

mistake.



Greater Yuma EDC in conjunction with collaborators such as Arizona at Work, Goodwill, Achieve Human
Services, DES, MCAS, AWC, PPEP, STEDY are working together to organize the 4th Annual Job and
Education Fair for 2017. Yuma’s residents and communities around the city have the opportunity to
participate by bringing their resumes to apply for a job right at the spot. The fair has been increasing their
number of vendors and participants. Last year, in 2016, there were approximately 120 vendors with over
4,000 job offers and over 800 applicants. This year we are expecting to surpass these numbers. 
Patrick Goetz from Arizona at Work initiated this collaboration by inviting other workforce groups to come
together as one team and help those seeking for a new job as well as helping companies get a closer look
at their potential employees.  
If you or your company are looking for talented people within our community and municipalities, please
call Grace from YPIC at (928) 329-0990 ext. 147 and reserve a table at no charge. All you will need is to
bring job offers. See you there!

How Prepared was 
APS, our Power Energy 

Supplier before, 
During and After the 
2017 Solar Eclipse in 

Arizona.

Are You Ready for the 2017 Job &
Education Fair

http://greateryuma.us5.list-manage.com/track/click?u=fef5e18157d596165e3545389&id=40a62cc6da&e=5ea2be61c3
tel:(928)%20329-0990


(Photo by FadoFlo)

We were all thrill to witness the Solar Eclipse last August 21, 2017 and we never
thought about how our power-energy suppliers prepared for this fantastic event. Well,
APS prepared this video for our peace of mind and to remind us that APS is always

ready to face unexpected natural events. Enjoy this video by APS with Jim Piotrowski
at the Red Rock Solar Plant in Arizona. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u3zhWAxxvLs 

Treated Wastewater Safe
For Drinking. UA Says It's
Safe And Brings It To You

In A Truck!

Is it safe to drink wastewater? Scientists and a group of water experts of UA are working on
putting out the fear of drinking wastewater. This group of water experts from the University
of Arizona is purifying wastewater in a truck! Very interesting approach. 
Read the article posted by the University of Arizona and learn how this truck and this group
of scientists are achieving their goal to make wastewater drinkable. 
Click here for complete article

http://greateryuma.us5.list-manage.com/track/click?u=fef5e18157d596165e3545389&id=e98160e936&e=5ea2be61c3
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Water processed through the truck goes through advanced water purification, including ultrafiltration, reverse osmosis,
advanced oxidation with UV and peroxide, granular activated carbon filtration and finally disinfection with chlorine. 

Centennial Middle School Chosen by
the Governor's Office of Youth, Faith
and Family Program

The Governor’s Office of Youth, Faith, and Family has chosen Centennial Middle School (Crane
District) to participate in a preventive drug abuse program. Centennial Middle School is the first one
in Yuma to participate in this program that will run from August to September 2017. 
The program offers classes at the end of the day to students and families that open the door to
communication between parents and kids. This is a preventive program brought to middle schools
focusing on the youth to show them what transpires to their bodies when they use drugs, new ways
to say no to drugs, and the opportunity to develop a family plan to stay out of drugs. 
Aiming kids at an early age promises a healthier future for our children and families which will result
in a healthy community. 
Click here to learn more about this program and click here to read the full article by KYMA. 
(Photo from Governor's Office of Youth, Faith and Family)
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Julie Engel 
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Greg LaVann 

Senior Vice President 
Stephany Turner 
Office Manager 
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Gerardo Anaya 
Vice Mayor City of Somerton 
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*Correction: Matias Rosales title is
Council for the City of San Luis. Our
sincere apology for the mistake
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